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Abstract ',/_0" fan face specific corrected airflow
6Af f
A scale model of a VSTOL tilt nacelle with a
0.508 m single stage fan was tested in the NASA x inlet axial coordinate
Lewis 9x15 Low Speed Wind Tunnel to ascertain Inlet
angle-of-attack
aerodyn_ic and fan ,_eromecban!cal performance over
the low speed flight envelope. Fa_ blade stress o fan blade vibratory stress
maxima occurred at discrete rotational speeds car- maximum allowable fan blade vlbratoz'; stress
responding to inLegral engJoe order vibrations of °max 2.4,108 N/m2 P'P (3.5.104
cue first flatwise bending mode. Increased fan lb/ln.2 p_p)
blade stress levels coincided with internal bound- _ angular coordinate (counterclockwise looking
ary layer separation occurring but became severe downstream)
only when the separation locatioL had progressed to
the entry lip region of the inlet. The Inlet/fan Introduction
system could operate within the low speed flight
envelope without incurring fan blade stress limits A number of potential configurations have been
alLhough boundary layer separation did occur for advanced as candidates for the Navy Type A VSTOL
certain operating conditions, ai=craft. One such design is the tilt nacelle con-
cept shown in figure I.
S__bols
la the vertlcal ascent or descent mode, the
Aff fan face annulus area, 0.160 m2 engine nacelles are rotated to approxlmately 90"(1.72 ft 2) wlth respect to tee aircraft axis as shown in Fig.
Ahl inlet hillte area, 0.177 m2 l(a). The thrJst from the Cllo tilt nacelles provide(1.90 ft 2) two support posts -%r the aircraft while the third
Is provided by the nose fan which is driven by the
_a inlet throat area, 0.171 m2 tilt nacelle powerplants
Ath (1.84 ft2)
In the cruise mode the nacelles are rotated so
CR inlet area contraction ratio
an to roughly allan wlth the aircraft acts as shown
d distance normal to locai inlet in Fig. l(b). The nose fan is not employed in rJ-.e
surface crul_ mode.
Hbl boundary layer rake helsht, The inlets for the tilt nacelles will experl-
0.191 m (0.0626 ft) ence hIKh angles-of-attack at the low forward veloc-
L inlet axlai isngth, 0.416 m Itles characteristic of the take off and landing
(1.36 ft) maneuvers. Representatlve operating conditioml as
dateralned by session studlas for such inlets are
N fan rotational speed shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen _.hat tilt nacalXe
PtlPt. local total pressure recovery inlets can exl_ri,mce angles-of-attack as htsh as
120" at a flight velocity of 21 m/sec (40 knots)
___e2/Pt: fan face area weighted tot_ Such severe oporstin$ coucLttioas can result inpressure recovery bonndary-layer _paration within the inlet resultin8
in increases in totel pressure distortion presented
It- _ to the powerpla=t. A major concern is that the
Pt__ 2:12 fan face area weighted total internal flow asparetto_ can result in intoisrnble% Pt pressure distortion levels of fan blade vibratory stress which could in
p/Pt local surface- static pressure turn result in fen blade failure.
ratio
A amber of azperimoetai program have been con-
Rhl locai hiltts radims ducted in the past which yarn col_carned with the
anrodynmde characteristics of STOL inlets when in-
, Rhub fm face hub radius, 0.118 • tsrnal flow separation occurred. 1"6 Since am inlet
(0.386 ft) for s V_TOL sl_licatton would in Baneful have in-
Ithroet Local th.'oat radius creased qle-of-aLter.k req"/remsnts, the effects of
internal flw separation vo_ld be expected to be
R.L P fan £eca tip radlJs, 0,256 • more severe both ou inlet perfonumce md resultant6 (0.833 ft) fan bin_ stress levels.
S inlet serrate coordinate In order to armlets the anrnd)msmLc-
Ve free agremo velocity ceromchaa_¢ai interrelatloaid_iW8 and thus to help
svaitmte the visbility of the tilt nacelle cm_cept,
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!a joint te_t progra_ was initiated between NASA In_trumencatiun
Lewis Researcl, Center and Boeing Military Airplane
Development _o test a scale model of a candidate The model instrumentation is shown in Fig. 4.
tilt nacelle design with a single stage fan. The
" intent was to document the inlet aerody_lamlc and The inlet had axial rows of static pressures
fan aeromechanical performance over the low speed locat,:d at three circumferential angles. For this
operational envelope of Fig. 2. The overall re- discussion, only the windward plane distributions
sults of the test program are discussed in Ref. 7. will be presented.
This paper will concentrate on one of the five de-
blgn goal points (W_ - 54 m/sec (105 knots). Two removable six tube boundary layer total
- 75") and discuss the salient inlet aerodynamic pressure rakes ,.,:relocated about midway in the dif-
features and Lhe resultant fan blade vibratory fuser of the inlet (X/L = 0.63) to determine the
stress signature. Finally the blade stress induced quality of the diffuser flow. One of the rakes was
limits on the safe nacelle operating envelope will located 5" from the windward plane while the second
be discussed• was located 50" from the windward plane.
_p_aratus and Procedure The quality of the flow entering the fan was
determined through the use of six equally spaced
Test .Model total pressure rakes each containing 19 total preq-
sure probes. (One rake was located in the windward
A schematic of the inlet-fan combination is plane.) Six of the probes on each rake were posl-
_,own tn Fig. 3. tloned co provide an equal area weighted measurement
of the fan face flow while the remaining tubes were
The inlet was designed by Boeing Military Air- positioned so as to provide a more detailed measure-
plane Developmen_ to be a candidate design for a sent of the outer surface boundary layer and mid-
tilt nacelle subsonic VSTOL aircraft. The inlet is channel flo_. The closest total pressure probe to
an asymmetrlc desi_1 with a local contraction ratio the outer wall was located 0.6 percent of the duct
((Rhl/Rthroat) 2) varying from 1.76 in the windward height away from the wall.
plane"" to 1.30 in the leeward plane. The ovezall
inlet contraction ratio (_i/Athroat) is l._O. Six outer surface static pressure caps were Ic-
cared Jn the fan face plane and located midway be-
The intent of the design is twofold: (I) to tween the fan face rakes.
provide s high enough contraction ratio in the wind-
ward region to minimize the static pressure gradi- To detect the onset of internal flow separation
ants imposed on the internal boundary layer and, within the inlet, a miniature dynamic high response
hopefully, inhibit boundary layer separation and total pressure transducer was mounted in the fan
(2) to keep the overall lnl_ contraction ratio low fdce rake plane 2.79 cm from the outer surface and
enough to del_y the drag rise Math number to a suf- displaced 7.5" fro,, the windward plane. The rms out-
ficiently high value. A further discussion c; the put of the transducer was displayed on line during
inlet design philosophy i8 given in Pdf. 8. the test.
The fan is a single stagn 0.50 8 m diameter The fan blade vibratory stresses were measured
design which has a pressure ratio and tip speed u._in 8 three strain gages located at the root of the
representative of the Type A V/STOL aircraft appll- suction side of the chosen blades at approximately
cation. At the noLtnel design speed of 8020 rpm, the mld chord position. This position was responsive
the faro pressure ratio is approximately 1.17 and to all blade vibrational nodes and each _t rain gage
the tip speed is 213.5 m/set. At the maxLmum fan was calibrated in terms of the maximum stress for
speed of 120 percent of the design value s the fan each mode. All three gages were monitored during
pressure ratio is 1.25 and the tip speed is 256 s/ the test and indicated essentially Identlcal read-
see. togs. Thus for purposes of this discussion only one
of the three strain gage signals was analyzed.
The fan has 15 rotor blades and 25 seater
blades with a rotor-starer apacln$ of approximately Test Facillty.
one rotor tip chord length. The rotor blades were
fabricated fro-, • titanium xlloy and have circular The test discussed herein wan conducted in the
arc airfoil sections. NASA Lewis 9.15 Low Speed Wind Tunnel which is an
atmospheric total preeaure facility with • free
The fan has provisions for adjustl,_g the blade stream velocity rawge of 0 to 75 m/set.
pitch and hence hns no nidspan dampers. All teat
runs were conducted _lth the blades set st the de- A photograph _f the model installed in the test
bign angle, section is shown _n Fig. 5. The model rotates in •
horlsontal plane shout s vertical support post which
The fan Is driven by t four-stale turbine also provides & pseaap for the high pressure turbine
powered by hIsh pressure, heated alr delivered to drive air. A portion of the adjacent wind tunnel
the turbine through flow pnsae8an in the model sup- vertical well was removed to allow the fen and tur-Q
port strut, bind exhaust fans to pass through the wind tunnel
during the high anllee of attack.
The fan nossle exit area was sited to dupli-
cate as clodely as possible the operetin8 line used Test Procedure
' in • previous full scale iclet-enllne tent in the
NASA Ass full scale wind tumnel.8 A meier concern during the test '-'as the safety
of the fan since it was anticipated that st the ex-
A ,,ore complete discussion of the asrrdynmtlc tram operating conditions, fan blade stresses in
charactetAstics of the fan can be found it, Ref. 9. excess of limit values could be encountered. Such s
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coocern dictated that the following test procedure The integral engine order v_brdtlons always
he employed, occur _t the same rotational speeds, but the corre-
sponding Inlet dlrflow will vary with free stream
Initially a low free stream velocity and angle- velocity.
• or-attack were established with the fan operating
dt a low speed (-1000 rpm) which usually torte- The stress signature corresponding to a = 750
sponded to separated inlet flow. The fan speed was indicates that engine order three through six vibra-
titus increased while the stress levels _ere contin- tions (EO3 through EO6) were present with the engine
ually monitored until a speed of shout 8000 rpm was order five vibration (EO5) reaching approximately
reaci_ed. If at any time the fan blade stresses 80 percent of the limit value.
reached a limit value, the test sequence was imme-
diately discontinued and the fan speed reduced to a A comparison of the two stress signatures shown
sate condition. Such a sweep in fan speed w_s indicates the significant effect the inlet_ acrody-
termed a safety sweep, namtcs have on the resulting vibratory blade stress
levels. The signature corresponding to u = O*
Once the safety sweep had established that fan inlet/fan operation can be characterized as a fiat
blade stresses were not excessive, the fan speed broadband profile with small increases in stress
web slowly decreased until the dynamic pressure level corresponding to the EO3, EO4, and EO5 vibra-
transducer showed increased activity which was in- tion peaks. Tne _aximum stress level corresponds to
dtcative of boundary layer separation. A number of the EO3 vibration peak and is less than 10 percent
steady state data points were then taken to deter- of the maximum allowable stress level. Increasing
mine the actual onset of separation through the in- the angle-of-attack to 75 ° and repeating the sequence
spection st the windward plane fan face total pres- results zn a significantly different stress signs-
sure rake profiles. Additional data points were ture. The broadband stres_ level is no longer flat
also taken to document inlet/fan performance with but shows a large increase in the neighborhood of
increasingly severe degrees of separation as well 4000 rpm. The engine order vibration peaks are also
as with an attached boundary layer flow. Increased in level over the corresponding a = O*
levels. In additxon the relative levels st the
At each free s_r_am velocity the angle-of- engine order peaks are changed from the a " O" sit-
attack was increased in increments of 15" beginning nature.
with a = 0" and the above described process re-
peated until limiting values of stress or the de- In order to understand the cause/effect rela-
sired angle-of-attack was reached. This process tionship between the inlet aerodynamics and the blade
was then repeated for increased free stratum veloci- stress signature already sho_n, the appropriate in-
ties. let aerodynamic data will be presented and discussed.
In this manner, the envelope of safe operating Figure 7 relates the overall inlet performance
conditions was investigated (Fig. 2). in terms of the usual inlet parameters of area
weighted total pressure recovery and total pressure
Results and Discussion distortion to the stress signature for a - 75" al-
ready shoen. The recovery levels were calculated
As already indicated, one of the five low from the fan fa=e rake measurements by taking all 19
speed design goal operating points was chosen for probes into consideration. Two distortion calcula-
analysis and presentation. The results to be shown tiers are sh_n - one corresponding to deleting the
were typtcal of the overall test results, outer nine percent of the fan face annulus ares and
the other corresponding to deletiug the outer 26.6
Figure 6 presents the fan blade vibratory percent of the area. The filled symbols indicate
stress signature measured for V.. - 54 m/sec that separated flow was indicated by the windward
(105 knots), a - 75". ._so shown for comparison is plane fan face rake profile.
the stress signature for V,,- 54 u/sec (I05 knots),
a = 0". The figure indicates that the Inlet total pres-
sure recovery levels are high regardless of the
1as first, flatwiee bending mmde stress signs- level of fan blade stress level encountered. The
Cure is shown an 8 percentage of the maximum allow- recovery is in excess of 99 percent when the bound-
able stress ms • functlcm of both inlet specific sty layer is attached and drops to only 97 percent
corrected airflow (W¢O'/6Aff) and fan rotational for the lowest inlet airflow for which data were
spe_d (_). The test results indicated the only recorded.
significant ..ode of _Ibratlon present wee the first
fletwise bending mode. The uumiuaut allowable vi- It should be pointed out that boundary layer
bratnry stress as detarLtned by a combined separation is encountered as the fan speed and hence
analytical/azperinCn_al procedure was 2.4xi08 M/m2 inlet airflow level are decreeeed from higher to
peak-to-peak (3.$xI0 _ Ib/in. z p-p). lower levels (that i8, proceeding from right to left
on this and subsequent figures). As might be ex-
The stress signature can be characterised as pected as the inlet airflow Is reduced and eepara-
havln S two components: a broadband level superlm- tlon is detected, both of the calculated distortiun
posed on which are a _erias of discrete narrow parumters lncrnue, reach a maximum value and then
speed band peaks, l_u_ae discrete narrow peaks car- decrease for further reductions in inlet airflow.
respond to lntagraX numbers of blade vibratlo_ The umzimm level of dletortton can be seen to occur
cycles per rotational cycle and hence are des/g- at approxi-,'tely the slam inlet airflow m8 does the
rusted 88 the tats|tel engine order vibrations maximum bl._e atr_e level.
(KO'8). That is the auqjlno order three (E03) vi-
bration corresponds to three cycles of vibration The 91 percent area distortion _armtar ham
per rotational cycle, such higher attached flow distortion levels than
does the 73.4 percent area paras,tar, This cm be
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attributed to the fact that the 91 percuL_t area contour map shows little apparent variation from
parameter uses total pressure measurement_ '.hi(ll that of the higher airflow a/ready sh'J_. However,
are within the attached boundary layer for t • dis- the wLndward plane (¢ - 0") fan face rake profile
tortion level calcul,ltion, l_e high levels c, indicates separated flow exists at the tan face.
attached flow distortion tend to mask the effect of The fully developed profile corresponding to the
the total pressure distortion on the blade stress ¢ - 60" rake indicates the separation is a local-
signature as shos_ in Fig. 7. That Is the dlstor- Ized pho._omenon which exists over only a small sec-
tion levels are relatively high for low stress "on- tar of the fan face plane. The @ " 5" mid-diffuser
dltiona and do not increase appreciably for those boundary layer rake shows a distorted although still
conditions for which the blade stress does increase attached profile Indicating d.e separatlo_ location
significantly. _Is fact was noted for all the is downstream of the measurement plane. The ¢ - 50"
test data analyzed, rake still indicates a well developed boundary layer
profile.
Such an occurrence prompted the Introduction
of the 73.4 percent area distortion parameter which For future reference, this condition shown in
was defined to consider only those e_asured toiL[ Fig. 8(b) will be termed that condition correspond-
pressures _llch are outside the attached flow bound- lng to the onset of diffuser separation and will be
ary layer, ks Fig. 7 Indicates, the variation of indicated as DS on future stress plots.
the 73.4 percent area distortion parameter does
tend to agree mrs with the blade stress qignature If the windward surface static pressure distri- |
IP a quaIitatlve fashion, buttons cor.'ebponding to the two conditions already
discussed are examined (Fig. 9), little if any indi-
Figure 7 also indicates that a significant re- cation of the occurrence of bounddry laver separa-
duction in inlet airflow could be effected once Lion can be detected as the profile_ are qualtta-
asparattun is first observed prior to reaching the Lively very similar in nature.
mmxlmum vibratory stress level. This result was
also observed throughout the test program. A slight reduction In inlet airflow to that
level corresponding to the engine order tour vibrP-
The cosblnatton of high total pressure recovery Lion results in a significant increase in stress
and high distortion implies that that a small region level (-35 percent). Apparently the rather small
of locally low recovery exist at the fan face. zone of separated flow present is sufficient to in-
will be illustrated In the follcacing figure, dace an increased vibration amplitude. This Is
especially noticeable when the EO4 vibration level
lqgure 8 relates the inlet aerodynamic charac- (-35 percent) Is compared to the EO4 level corre-
reristica to the fan blade vibratory stress charac- spending to a - O" operation (-5 percent).
teristice for a series of inlet airflows. For each _ :
airflow, the figure shows the stress signature xl- It is important to note that the location of
ready discussed, the fan face total pressure con- the initial point of boundary layer sepa_ '_on is _ :
tear ,tap, the appropriate individual fan face rake stable. That Is aa long _a the inlet a_,f/ w ia
profiles, and the two atd-aiffu•er boundary layer kept constant the separation does not i,,V_q_ ,re tar-
rake profiles. Figure 9 presents the windward aur- ward to the entry lip region of the inlet.
face static pressure distributions for the sas-, _lt
airflows. Figure 8(c) corresponds to the inlet t,r_low
(119 kg/sec-m 2. 2/, Ibm/sec-ft 2) for wh,th the fan
For the high Inlet airflow (168 kg/sec-u 2, face distortion level was the highest tectt_tred to
36 Ibs/sec-ft 2) sheba in FIg. 8(a), the stress the free f:ream condition• (V,,, a) bexnt, d,..cuased.
ls_l is low (-$ percent) and the contour map indi- The broadband stress level increased slg_:;:icantly
cats• an anymmtric boundary layer thickness dis- over that fcr the _.m hour airflows already dis-
tribution, a fact substantiated by the win•yard and cussed. The ""tour nap shows a relatively exten-
lewerd fan face rake profiles shown which both siva •po/le. nectar Which extends over about •
8how attached flow profitee. Likewise the two mid- 90 degree circumferential extent.
diffuser profiles indicate en attached boundary
layer flo_ although sam profile distortion i• The , ndverd plane fan face rake profile 8ho_•
noted for the t " 5" rake. It should be noted • larJe a, .,used sane exrendln 8 over about 30 per-
that the radial position aegina for the boundary cent of the duct height. The total pressure level•
layer and fan fee• rake profllas are the 8am which near the outer (tip) surface are leas than the local
_11ea a direct couq)eri•oe of th• profiles te be outer surface static pressure. This could be Indic-
nod•, etive of • region of reversed flo_ altering with the
total pressure probes essentially reading • bose
_- It 18 lnterasting to note that while the proonure level. The occurrence of this supposed
etreos level corresponding t_ an inlet airflow of flow reversal appears to coincide with the smxinun
168 k_lec-n 2 (34 lbmd•ec-ft 2) 18 laY, an increase itro•s levels •ncount•red during the taut (for any
tn inlet airflow to that cort_aponding to the an- liven V,,, a).
81es ord•r three (gO]_ vibration results In • sis-
able stress level (-30 percent). The go) vibration The fan face profile at t e. 60 s still qh_l
" peak Is al8nlflcant even thoulh the i_let botmdary an attached profile which indicates the circa•fetch-
layer flow is definitely attached. It is hypothe- Sial extent of the separated sane is less than 120'
steed that an attached as•trio boundary layer (-'60").
thickness distribution et till fan f_e like tblt
_mm to l_t|. 8(a) is respon_lbl• for the increased Yhe $ - $0 aid*diffuser boundary layer rake
liras• level, profll• indicates the location of separation wu
well forward of tbts station. The profile for
&e the lldet airflow ta reduced te 1t7 ks/ t " SO* t• attached althoul_ profile distortion
eoc-u 2 (30 lbu/esc-ft 2) an _hM in Fi8. 8(b), the t• evident.
t
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The corresponding windward surface static pres o reaches the vicinity of the inlet lip. It should
sure distribution (Fig. 9) shows a distinct pres- be noted that the two boundaries shown in Fig. lO
sure plateau indicative of boundary layer _epera- hold only for a free stream velocity of 54 m/sec
lion which starts at approximately the inlet (|05 knots). Different absolute boundaries would
"throat station. The difference in charazt_r be- exist for each free stream velocity. I
tween the pressure profile and the preceding ones
is evident. The figure indicates that a -_ignificant reduc-
tion In inlet airflo'.' cd. be tolerated once dif-
It can be hypothesized that the level of fan fuser sepsration occurs prior to the separation lu-
blade stress is mainly a function of the distortioLt cation reaching the vicinity of the inlet lip. It
level (m_ intensity) as well as tile distortion pat- is important to restate that for the test conducted,
tern (an extent). The significant increase in the the separation location was stable and the inlet/
F.O5 stress level seems to agree with this hypothe- fan combination would be operated indefinitely in
sis a_ both the distortion intensity and extent in- the shaded region without any uncontrolled movement
creased when compared to the data shown for the of the separation location occurring.
previous inlet airflows. _ [
lr indeed for an actual flight application, the
A further reduction In inlet airflow to 88 kg/ separation location was stain stable, the opera-
sec-m 2 (18 lbm/sec-ft 2) as shown in Fig. 8(d) re- tional envelope el the inlet .ouid be significantly
suits in a significant change in the character of increased by allowing the inlet boundary layer to
the tan lace tutal pressure contour map. NO longer separate but keeping the separation location from
i_ the cunt_,ur map essentially swzetric about the reaching the vicinity of the inlet lip. However,
windward-leeward plane as it is for the previous it must be borne in mind that the final deternuna-
conditions presented. The fan face profiles lndi- lion of the inlet fan operational envelope can only
care the tlow is separated over large portions of be made when the levels of fan blade vibratory
the fan face area. These two mid-diffuser boundary stress encountered are known. [
layer rake profiles show separated tlow also exxsts r
at that station. The fan blade vibratory stress signature dis-
cussed was generated by reducing the fan speed for
The stress l_vel for this inlet airflow is a given model asgle-of-att _ _. Such a procedure
relatively l_. Even though the extent of the fan allowed the determination of the stress levels cur-
fare distortion Is large, the intensity has de- responding to the various integral engine order of-
creased. This appears to agree with the hypothesis brations as well as any other broadband stress max-
already advanced about blade stress being a runt- I_I. ; :
lion of both the distortion level (intensity) and
pattern (extent). It would be |nstructlve to examine how the
stress levels corresponding to the integral engine
The windward surface static pressure dtstribu- order vibratlon_ vary with increased angle-of-
lion (Fig. 9) corresponding to this low airflow attack. However, the extremely narrow widths of
condition shows that the separation location is the integral engine order vibration peaks made such _!r
approxi_tely at the hllite of the inlet. Although a determination difficult. For this reason, cross
nut sh_vdn here, _'he static pressure distribution_ plots of stress level versus angle-of-attack were ] _ I
correspondin_ to _ - 45 e and 180" also indicate prepared using the more easily obtainable stress
separated flow existed from the vicinity of the signatures already discussed.
htlite - at those two circumferential positions.
Figure 11 shows the variation of the engine ' I _k
The vibratory stress plot shob-n in Fig. 8(d) order five (E05) stress level with angle-of-attack
_howe an inlet airflow corresponding to separation for a free stream velocity of 54 m/set (105 knots).
reaching the vicinity of the inlet entry lip region Also shown are the appropriate fan face total pres- _
and designated as LS. This occurrence was deter- sure contours. It has already been shown that this
mined by son/toting s windward plane surface static stress peak was the an.x/mum for this free stream _ _ :
pressure located approxi_t¢ly halfway b_veen the velocity. Other test data showed that for a ms- _'i _
Inlet hllita and throat locations. Jority of test conditions, this stress peak was the ,_ _ :
maximum encountered. =_ _ _
The fan blade vibratory stress level reaches a " ;
mxtm'm in broadband level when the separation 1oo The figuee indlrataa that the stress level is
cation reaches the vicinity of the inlet lip. This initlLtly low (-2-5 percent) but only increases _
correlation between broadband stress maxima and slightly (-10 percent) when diffuser separation ini- _
separation location held throulhout the test matrix tinily occurs (_ - 60'). Further increases in _;
investigated. It should be noted that _hile the model Ingle-of-attack result in a continuously l,t-
broadband stress maxima occur _hen the separation creasing stress with a level of about 80 percent
location reaches the vicinity of the inlet lip, the beta 8 reached at 75 degrees. The increasing vibra-
absolute su_ima in stress occur at the fan spee-_s tory stress levels corraspe_d to the separation
corresponding to the integral engine order vibra- location sowing forward in the inlet toward the
tions, entry lip region. This fiKure also points out the
additional inlet angle-of-attack capability avail°
The fact that the _eparatlon location is able i_ the boundary layer Is allr_ed to separate
stable in that its location can he co_trolled by _ut the separation location Is kept dmmstre_ of
. the mount of Inlet airflow demanded by the fan 8u8- the vicinity of the Inlet lip.
|eats that two separation boundaries for the inlet
are important. These t_o boundaries ere shown in M already indicated the available inlet opera-
*J_ FL8. 10 as the boundary which describes the /hills- tion_l envelope can only be dateruLned once the fan
lion of separation within the diffuser and • second blade vibratory stress characteristics are kno_m.
boondar_ which indicates _hen the separation Am noted for a majority of test conditions, the
S
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engine order five (E05) stress peak was the maxttaum _arized as follows:
stress level encouotered tor given operating condi-
tlonB (V,, a). 1. SIBniftcsnt fdn blade vibratory stress
levels were encountered which corresponded to in-
, With these thoughts in mind, the masured EO5 tegrel engine order vibrations. These narrow fan
"I stress levels were compared to the desired inlet low speed band peaks corresponded to the first flatwlse
speed de i_n goal points and the results are Jhown bending mode.
in Fig. 12. lit should be recalled that the E05
stress occurs st a fixed fan speed which corresponds 2. The highest levels of fan blade stress coin-
to an inlet airflow which varies with free stress tided with internal boundary layer separation occur-
velocity.) ring about the windward plane of the inlet.
The comparison indicates that the inlet/fan 3. Stress maxt_ut appeared to coincide with the
ayateu tested could operate at the design goal boundary layer separation location reaching the vl-
points without incurring limiting values of E05 clnlty of the entry lip region ot the inlet.
stress. However. the stress levels encountered were
as high as about 80 percent of the limit value. The 4. The internal boundary laver separation lnl-
figure indicates that the EO5 stress levc! was the tielly occurred well do_rastrea_ in the diffuser and
D hl_eat foz the operating point (V - 54 m/_ec, the separation location was stable. I:_at ts the
a " 75") discussed herein, separation location moved forward only as the inlet |
alrflow demanded by ;,." fen was decreased. A sxg- !
Ala_ shown on the figure are the two sppro- niflcant decrease in inlet sirtlow was net'essar¢ be-
priste aerodynamic separation boundaries which have tveen the initial occurrence of separation in the a
already been discussed. It can be seen that the diffuser and the separation location progressing to |
onset of diffuser separation would result In E05 the entry lip region of the inlet, i I "
stress levels of 40 percent or less. This indicates
that for all free stream velocities the initial dif- 5. Even'though inlet 8eparatiof did occur at
loser separation would bt. localized and thus would various operating conditions within the low speed
not excite the go5 vibration to intolerable levels, flight envelope, the inlet/fan system tested could
operate over the envelope without tr_urring fan
The lip sepaletton boundary can be seen to blade vibratory stress levels in excess of the limit
rOuRhly agree with a lt_it E05 stress contour value.
(O/O[ l 100 percent) if one were esttn, tted from
the contours which are shown. This indicates that
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